clip

The table for all seasons.
Universal in application, with a high standard of design and quality, yet realistically affordable.
These attributes clearly distinguish the clip table range from the tables usually offered on the market.
clip impresses with its neutral and reduced design that blends well with various architectural styles.
In combination with its high functionality, clip commends itself for all possible applications in a building.
Design: M. Ballendat

Simply universal.

The impressive, clear design of clip is evident in every last detail of the
product. The tabletop set at a distance to the frame creates a light, floating look. The minimalist line of the design is consistently followed by the
linear, four-legged frame, finished off by a flush-mounted top. The options
of either round or square frame profiles allow clip to be combined with all
chair types from the Wiesner-Hager range.

clip is neutral in design, yet highly versatile in style and function. The vast
range of tabletop formats turns clip into a multi-purpose table series that
suits practically all applications: in snack bars, company restaurants and
recreation rooms just as much as for presentations, meetings and conferences. For creating various configurations, suitable linking devices are
available. On request, the tables can be provided with electric cabling to
permit the use of electronic media.

Rich in detail.

Optional.

Tables with round legs feature rounded tabletop
edges (except for half-round table).

clip tables can be stacked and are accordingly
provided with stacking protection.

Rectangular table

Trapezoid table

Square table

Square lounge table

Height of tables

450

500

740

Tables with square legs are provided analogously
with rectangular tabletops.

Height of lounge tables

Configuration examples:

Cable box (optional) for
convenient plugging in at
tabletop level.

Metal linking device (optional) to join the tables
together when creating various configurations.

Features:
Table tops
choice of laminate (MFC) or HPL top with seamless, moisture resistant laser edge (ABS edge), veneered with laminated wood edge, or as compact top. Stained wood surface.
Frame
powder-coated tubular steel legs and frame, plastic adjustable glides. Includes stacking protection. Legs available either with square or round leg profile.
Optional
Linking device: metal, 2 linking devices per table side needed for lateral linking. Electric cabling: round cable grommet, plastic, silver, black or white, or rectangular cable box, metal,
powder-coated, with flap. Tables with cable boxes are not stackable.
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Certified acc. to:
ISO 9001, ISO 14001
and ISO 14025
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Directly to your mobile phone!
The hardest quality check
of all time: Try Hard 2.0
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